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What would the world be like if 80 percent of the population manifested superpowers called

â€œQuirksâ€• at age four? Heroes and villains would be battling it out everywhere! Being a hero

would mean learning to use your power, but where would you go to study? The Hero Academy of

course! But what would you do if you were one of the 20 percent who were born Quirkless? Getting

into U.A. High School was difficult enough, but it was only the beginning of Izukuâ€™s long road

toward becoming a superhero. The new students all have some amazing powers, and although

Izuku has inherited All Mightâ€™s abilities, he can barely control them. Then the first-year students

are told they will have to compete just to avoid being expelled!
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It's been a year since I'm a fan of My Hero Academia, and I'm glad that the second volume comes

out. Basically, it's about match between Izuku and Katsuki, Iida becoming class president, and the

introduction of villains. Every chapter gets really exciting and it always keeps me hanging of what

happens next. Right now, Japan has 70 chapters, and the anime is going to come out in 2016. Can't

wait for it! ^-^

Love it! Superhero manga is pretty much like ninja manga with costumes and "My Hero Academia"

adds in the school environment for a ton of action-packed fun. This did start off a little iffy for me but

once the first training class was well underway I got hooked and the story had so much happening I



found myself with a page-turner. For an extreme battle packed manga, it has a lot of character

development and a pretty dedicated plot. Who the characters are as people is more important than

their superhero identities and I really liked the way they were often drawn with half the face masked

or a silhouette of the unmasked face behind the superhero. I'm really liking all of the characters at

this point both the staff and students. Once again the plot builds up to quite an intense ending

leaving me excited to read the next volume. Fans of Tiger & Bunny should like this too.

The story continues on. For those who have watched the anime, this volume still might be a bit

boring to you since it goes through the events that we have already seen. (The anime really closely

follows the manga btw) But the artwork is addictive, the characters develop slowly but surely, and

Midoriya gets braver and braver as time goes on. Which is really satisfying to watch after seeing

how he was bullied before, just saying.

I'm surprised by how much I love this series. The characters are all distinct and interesting... and

now I *need* an All Might figure

Easily one of my favorite shonen manga. Can't wait for the next volume! If you loved volume 1 then

you will no doubt love volume 2.

It is fun, sort of like a kid one punch. I would recommend this to fans of one punch. :)

This is not as much of a review of the volume as much as a tip. I've been hearing people say to read

vol.4 after you watch the anime. Dont. Volume 3 is where the anime leaves off.

So hype can't wait for vol 3 I could easily read it online but what's the fun in that this volume made

me really like this series can't wait for more
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